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What is a networked VE?
A networked virtual environment (net-VE) is a software system in
which multiple users interact with each other in real-time, even
though those users may be physically located around the world.
Typically, each user accesses his/her own computer workstation
or console, using it to provide a user interface to the content of
a virtual environment.
These environments usually aim to provide users with a sense of
realism by incorporating realistic 3D graphics, spatial sound &
other modalities to create an immersive experience.
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A networked virtual environment is
distinguished by five common features
• A shared sense of space
• A shared sense of presence
• A shared sense of time
• A way to communicate
• A way to share
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Component Parts of a
Networked Virtual Environment
Graphics Engines and Displays
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SIMNET
SIMNET (simulator networking) is a distributed military
virtual environment originally developed for DARPA by Bolt,
Beranek and Newman (BBN), Perceptronics, and Delta
Graphics.
SIMNET was begun in 1983 and delivered to the U.S.
Army at the end of March 1990.
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The goal of the
SIMNET project





to fight as a
team.
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SIMNET
The key technical challenges for the SIMNET project
were
• How to fabricate high quality, low-cost simulators and
• How to network them together to create a consistent,
virtual battlefield.
• To carry out the study of these technical challenges,
the SIMNET project created an eleven site testbed
with from 50 to 100 simulators at each site.
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SIMNET
• SIMNET could be entered from anywhere on the network
using a simulator as the portal into the synthetic
environment.  Once that synthetic environment was
entered, the “player” could interact with others who were
also online in the synthetic battlefield.
• Play in that synthetic environment was unscripted, basically
free-play, done within the confines of whatever chain of
command was imposed on the simulation participants.
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SIMNET
The SIMNET network software architecture has four basic
components:
• An object-event architecture
– Objects --> vehicles, Events --> state change reports.
• A notion of autonomous simulation nodes
– Individual players must accurately tell the net their state.
• An embedded set of predictive modeling algorithms called “dead
reckoning”.
• Heartbeats - keep alive messages for non-moving players.
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SIMNET
This lack of a central server means that single point
failures in the system do not take the entire
simulation down.
Additionally, it allows players to join and leave the
simulation at any time.
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SIMNET Scalability
• The SIMNET network software architecture proved
scalable with an exercise in March of 1990 having
some 850 objects at five sites, with most of those
objects being semi-automated forces.
• Objects in that test averaged one packet per second,
with each packet being some 156 bytes in size for a
peak requirement of 1.06 Mbits/second, just under
the T-1 speed of the connecting links.
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Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS)
The DIS network software architecture is a direct descendent
from SIMNET but has packets that are more general than
SIMNET’s.
• DIS has the same basic components
– an object-event architecture
– notion of fully distributed simulation nodes
– embedded set of predictive modeling algorithms for “dead
reckoning”
– heartbeats
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• The core of the DIS network software architecture
is the protocol data unit (PDU).
• Determining when each vehicle (node) of the
simulation should issue a PDU is the key to this
architecture.
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• The DIS (IEEE 1278) standard defines 27 different PDUs,
only four of which (Entity State, Fire, Detonation, and
Collision) are used by nodes to interact with the virtual
environment.
• In fact, most DIS-compliant simulations  only implement
those four PDUs, either throwing away the other 23 PDUs
without comment or issuing a brief error message
indicating a non-supported PDU was received.
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Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS)
• In DIS, we get more of a notion that any type of
computer plugged into the network that reads/writes
DIS PDUs and manages the state of those PDUs
properly can fully participate in a DIS environment.
• This fully distributed, heterogeneous network
software architecture means that workstation class
machines can play against PC class machines.
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Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS)
• Additionally, it means that the environment can
include virtual players (driven by a live human at a
computer console of some sort), constructive players
(computer-driven players), and live players (actual
weapons systems plugged into the DIS network).
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DIS Scalability
• There are several instances of fairly large DIS
engagements, much larger than the 300 to 500
players for which DIS is designed.
• However, these “DIS” engagements actually modify
the DIS network software architecture for their
particular circumstances to achieve useful
demonstrations.
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A DIS Networked VE - CCTT
• The US Army's
Close Combat
Tactical Trainer
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SGI Flight & Dogfight
• Gary Tarolli of Silicon Graphics, Inc. is probably the person
that most in the networked virtual environment community
would credit as the originator of their thoughts on
networking virtual environments.
• Gary was the original programmer of the Silicon Graphics
demo program, Flight, in the summer of 1983.  Flight is the
program everyone showed you if they had purchased an
SGI workstation in the 1984-1992 time period.
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SGI Flight & Dogfight
• Networking was added into Flight in stages, beginning
in 1984.
• The initial networked version of Flight actually used a
serial cable between two SGI workstations and ran at
something like 7 frames per second on a Motorola
68000 based workstation (about 1 MIPS with maybe
500 polygons per second graphics capability).
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SGI Flight & Dogfight
• That demonstration was then upgraded to use XNS
multicasting on an Ethernet network in time for
SIGGRAPH 1984.
• Flight was distributed in networked form on all SGI
workstations sometime after SIGGRAPH 1984 and
could be seen in practically every SGI-outfitted lab at
that time, either during the day on breaks or after
hours.
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SGI Flight & Dogfight
• Sometime after the release of the networked version
of Flight, in early 1985 it is believed, SGI engineers
modified the code of Flight to produce the
demonstration program Dogfight.
• This modification dramatically upgraded the visibility
of net-VEs as players could now interact by shooting
at each other.
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SGI Flight & Dogfight
• Flight/Dogfight inspired many to develop their own net-
VEs.
• We believe that networked Flight/Dogfight inspired the
development of more networked VEs and games than
SIMNET and DIS combined.
• SGI made the source code to Flight and Dogfight freely
available and many people asked for the code just so they
could learn how to read and write UDP packets.
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Doom
• While workstation-based VEs are some of the earliest
inspiration for Net-VEs, the personal computer (PC)
has taken the desire and interest for such connected
worlds to the next level.
• On 10 December 1993, id Software released its
shareware game Doom.
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Doom
• The shareware giveaway of the first level of Doom is
probably singularly responsible for the rush of
startups into the business of providing online gaming
networks.
• The posting of Doom caught most network
administrators’ eyes when their LANs started bogging
down.  Doom did no dead reckoning and flooded LANs
with packets at frame rate.
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Doom
• This networked ability to blast people in a believable
3D environment created enormous demand for
further 3D networked games.
• An estimated 15 million shareware copies of Doom
have been downloaded around the world, passed from
player to player by floppy disk or online networks.
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NPSNET
• The NPSNET Research Group is the longest continuing
academic research effort in networked virtual
environments. The focus of the group is on the complete
breadth of human-computer interaction and software
technology for implementing large-scale virtual
environments (LSVEs).
• There have been several generations of software formally
named NPSNET and several precursor systems.
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NPSNET-1, 2 & 3
• NPSNET-1 was demonstrated live at the SIGGRAPH
91 conference as part of the Tomorrows Realities
Gallery [Zyda/Pratt 1991]. NPSNET-1 did not use
dead-reckoning. NPSNET-1 flooded the network with
packets at frame rate.
• NPSNET-2 and 3 were utilized to explore better,
faster ways to do graphics, and to extend the size of
the terrain databases possible.
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NPSNET-1, 2 & 3
• NPS-Stealth was spawned off from
NPSNET-1, with the goal of
developing a system capable of
reading SIMNET terrain databases
and SIMNET networking protocols.
• NPS-Stealth was operational in
March of 1993. It was the only
workstation-based virtual
environment capable of
interoperating with the $350,000
per copy SIMNET system.
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NPSNET-IV
• In March of 1993, Silicon Graphics came out with
their Performer API for developing virtual
environments and visual simulation systems. The
NPSNET group looked at the SGI Performer demos
and decided to build NPSNET-IV. NPSNET-IV was
DIS-compliant, dead-reckoned and had spatial sound.
• NPSNET-IV has interoperated with almost every
DIS-compliant virtual environment ever constructed.
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• Articulated humans -
mounting/dismounting capability.
• Networking - play across the
multicast backbone of Internet.
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• Terrain database integration,
terrain paging (70km x 70km).
• Any vehicle capability - air,
ground, articulated human.
• Testbed for VE NSA issues.
• Interoperability -
SIMNET/DIS
– Constructive model integration -
Janus World Modeler
– ModSAF
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The Swedish Institute of Computer Science
Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) is
another early and ongoing academic virtual
environment.
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Swedish Institute of Computer
Science - DIVE
• DIVE has a
homogeneous
distributed database
like SIMNET and DIS-
compliant systems.
• DIVE uses the ISIS
toolkit to implement
the concept of process
groups.
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The MERL Implementation -
Diamond Park
• The MERL Diamond
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The MERL Implementation -
Diamond Park
• Diamond Park has
multiple users that
interact in the park
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MERL Efforts in Large-Scale
Multi-User VEs
• Locales are an efficient method for managing the flow of data between
large numbers of users in a LSVE.
• The concept of locales is based on the idea that while a VE may be very
large, most of what can be observed by a single user at a given moment
is local in nature.
– Each locale has its own multicast address & coordinate system.
• Beacons - are a special class of objects that can be located without
knowing what locale they are in (to solve the “how do I join the VE
problem”).
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A Brief Timeline of Net-VEs
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Network Latency
Amount of time required to transfer a bit of data from one point
to another.
Delay of transfer impacts the net-VE’s realism & interactivity.
Reasons for network latency
– speed of light delays (8.25ms of delay per time zone)
– delays from the computers themselves
– delays from the network
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Network Bandwidth
The rate at which the network can deliver data to the
destination point
Rate of transfer
Available bandwidth determined by wire and hardware
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Network Reliability
Measure of how much data is lost by the network
during the journey
Two categories
• Dropping - discarded by the network
• Corruption - content of data packets is changed
Reliability can vary widely
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Network Protocol
Describes the set of rules that
two applications use to
communicate to each other
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Describes what each type of packet looks like
Tells the sender what to put in the packet
Tells recipient how to parse the inbound packet
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Packet Semantics
Sender and recipient must agree on what the recipient
can assume if it receives a particular packet
What actions the recipient should take in response to
the packet
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Error Behavior





The BSD Sockets Architecture
• - sockets & ports, the Internet protocol
How to Select a Net-VE Protocol
• TCP, UDP, IP Broadcasting, IP Multicasting
Go to the Appendix
• To see how to actually program these concepts
i
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Chapter Four
- Communication Architectures
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Two Players on a LAN
Logical architecture --> Message flow
Physical architecture --> How is it really wired & how
do our messages really flow?
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• How long before we can’t control or react to the
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Multi-Player Client Server -
Logical Architecture
Servers are bottlenecks!
• But useful for compression & admin tasks
l !
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Multi-Player Client Server -
Physical Arch. on a LAN
It might really look like this physically!ll l l ll !i i i i
Multi-Player Client Server -
Physical Arch. - Phone Lines
Or this, if we are using phone lines & modems …
• Think simple video game architectures ...
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Multi-Player Client Server with
Multiple Servers
Or this, if we are using a multiplayer videogame
service company ...
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How many players can we support
with a DIS-like architecture?
Table 4 - 1 Players supportable in a DIS-like networked virtual environment versus various available network technologies.
Assumptions
1. Infinite compute cycles at each node.
2. Infinite graphics cycles at each node.
3. Network interface with infinite cycles.
Bytes Bits
Packet size for DIS-like VEs = 144 1152
Packet size for Game-like VEs = 32 256
Video/audio stream (bytes/second) = 70,000 560000 Origin - Media 100 Natural Video rate.
Just moving Mayhem
Articulated humans (PDUs/second) = 30 33 Mayhem used for Min. Players
Aircraft (PDUs/second) = 12 15 Not used but here for completeness.
Ground vehicles (PDUs/second) = 5 8 Mayhem used for Max. Players
Technology Min. Speed Max. Speed Min. Players Max. Players Min. Players Max. Players Min. Players Max. Players
bps bps DIS-like DIS-like Game-like Game-like Game & Video Game & Video
V.90 Modem 28,800 56,000 1 6 7 27
DSL 384,000 1,500,000 39 163 178 732 111 459
T-1 1,500,000 1,500,000 39 163 178 732 111 459
Cable Modems 2,000,000 10,000,000 263 1085 1184 4883 1117 4609
10BT 7,000,000 10,000,000 263 1085 1184 4883 1117 4609
100BT 70,000,000 100,000,000 2630 10851 11837 48828 11771 48555
References
Dawson, Fred "XDSL Market Blooming," Interactive Week, Vol. 5, No. 39, 12 Oct. 1998, pp. 28-29.
Cable Modem FAQ, http://www.cox.com/highspeed/modemfaq.html
Peer-to-peer on a LAN
Broadcast or multicast?
Peer-to-peer - when each player speaks directly to
the player/players to whom it needs to communicate
state.
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Limitations of broadcast
Floods the network with packets.
All packets must be brought up through the kernel of
the operating systems of all players on the net.
• Even if the packet is not for that machine!
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VE Software Scalability Statement
• Virtual environment software architectures can
exploit wide area multicast communications and entity
relationships to partition the virtual world and enable
the development of scalable VEs.
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Multicast
• Multicast services allow arbitrarily sized groups to
communicate on a network via a single transmission by
the source.
• Can internetwork (route over the network layer) with
multicast.
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Areas of interest in the VE
• In the real world, which virtual environments emulate,
entities have a limited “areas of interest”.
• We can exploit this with multicast communications.
• Interactions are mediated by an AOIM software
layer.
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Area of Interest Management
(AOIM) Software Layer
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What is dynamic shared state?
The dynamic information that multiple hosts must
maintain about the net-VE
Accurate dynamic shared state is fundamental to
creating realistic virtual environments. It is what
makes a VE “multi-user”.
Management is one of the most difficult challenges
facing the net-VE designer. The trade off is between
resources and realism.
The Problem- Latency
Player A Sends Update Here
Player B
Player A is here 
100 ms later
Update arrives after 
100 ms
Consistency-Throughput Tradeoff
“It is impossible to allow
dynamic shared state to
change frequently and
guarantee that all hosts
simultaneously access identical
versions of that state.”
We can have either a dynamic
world or a consistent world,
but not both.
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Player A moves and generates a location update.
To ensure consistency, player A must await
acknowledgments.
If network lag is 100 ms, acknowledgment comes no
earlier than 200 ms.
Therefore, player A can only update his state 5 times
per second.
Design Implications
For a highly dynamic shared state, hosts must
transmit more frequent data updates.
To guarantee consistent views of the shared state,
hosts must employ reliable data delivery.




  View consistency
 Dynamic data support
 Network infrastructure
requirements
 Number of participants
supported
Absolute Consistency
  Identical at all host
 Low: Limited by
consistency protocol




  Determined by data
received at each host






Shared Repositories Blind Broadcast Dead Reckoning
Techniques
More DynamicMore Consistent
Rest of the Chapter
From consistent to dynamic net-VEs
• Maintaining Shared State Inside Centralized
Repositories
• Reducing Coupling through Frequent State
Regeneration
• Dead Reckoning of Shared State
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Chapter Six - Systems Design
One Thread, Multiple Threads
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The reading collection at the
back of this chapter is key to
really being able to build a
net-VE system.
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Figure 6-4  Multiple subsystems, multiple threads for the virtual world.
Input Subsystem







Rest of the Chapter
We spend the rest of the chapter discussing the
various threads & how we can reduce their
computational requirements.
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Real-Time Rendering: Polygon Culling
and Level-of-Detail Processing
We show how to use available CPU cycles to throw
away most of our 3D model before we send it through




Real-Time Collision Detection and
Response
Movement through our net-VEs requires that we have some way
to determine if we have collided with the surfaces in our world so
that we can stop our movement or react to the collision.
Interactivity in our net-VEs requires that we have some way of
reaching out and touching an object in our VE, being able to
determine what we touched and then being able to react.
• Both Movement & Interactivity require real-time collision
detection & response.
– And that is a fine way to consume processor cycles ...
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Computational Resource
Management
In our multi-threaded net-VE system, there is one
fundamental question above all:
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Small-Scale Net-VEs
Support limited number of users
Demand fast networks connecting participating
machines
Require high processing capacity
li i
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Large-scale net-VEs
Military war gaming is a prevalent example and large-scale
online cultures are another.
The military envisions support for up to 100,000
simultaneous entities.
To support systems of this size, net-VE designers must use
new methods of managing resources such as bandwidth and
processor capacity.
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Strive to avoid wasting available resources.
This chapter provides methods to achieve improved
net-VE size and performance by reducing bandwidth
and processor resources.
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Resource & Information
Requirements of a Net-VE
There is a close relationship between resources and information
requirements in net-VE.
Four broad types of resource management:
- Communication protocol optimization
- Data flow restriction
- Leveraging limited user perception
- Modifying system architecture
i l l i i i i        
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Resource Management
Network Bandwidth increases as the number of new users
increases.
This growth occurs for three reasons:
• Each additional user must receive the initial net-VE state as well
as updates that other users are receiving.
• Each additional user introduces new updates to the existing
shared state.
• Each new user introduces an additional shared state to the net-
VE.
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Resource Management
As more users enter the net-VE, additional processor cycles are
required at each of the existing users’ hosts.
• Each new user introduces more elements that the processor must
render.
• Since each user introduces new shard state to the net-VE, the
processor must cache this additional state, receive updates to this new
state, and apply those updates to the cache.
• Because each user introduces additional updates, the processor must be
prepared to receive and handle the increased volume of updates and
support increased interactions with the local user.
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Resource Management
Summary:
• New users increase amount of shared data and level of
interaction in the environment.  More network bandwidth is
required to maintain the data and disseminate the
interactions.
• As more users enter the net-VE, additional processor
cycles are required at each of the existing users’ hosts.
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The Networked Virtual Environment
Information Principle
The resource utilization of a new-VE is directly
related to the amount of information that must be
sent and received by each host and how quickly that
information must be delivered by the network.




The Networked Virtual Environment
Information Principle
The relationship between networking and processing in net-VE’s.
The key to improving scalability and performance
Resources = M * H * B * T * P
• M is the number of messages exchanged
• H is the average number of destination hosts for each message
• B is the bandwidth required for a message
• T represents the timeliness with which the packets must be delivered to each
destination
• P is the number of processor cycles required to receive and process each message
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Optimizing Communications Protocol
Every network packet incurs a processing penalty at the sender
and receiver, and every packet must include header information
as per TCP/IP and UDP/IP.
Network packet Optimizations:
• Reduce packet size
• Reduce the number of packets
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Optimizing Communications Protocol
How can we reduce M (number of messages) and B
(bandwidth per message) while increasing P (processor
requirements per packet)?
This leads directly to:
• Packet compression & aggregation.
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Controlling the Visibility of Data
The goal of the net-VE designer should be to send information to
those hosts who really need to receive it.
Aura - Nimbus Information Model
• Aura -  Data should only be available to those entities that are
capable of perceiving that information.
• Nimbus - Data should only be available to those who are
interested in that information.
• Aura-Nimbus has the disadvantage in that it does not scale to
large numbers of entities.
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Categories of Data flow Management:
• Area of Interest Filters are explicit data filters provided by
each host, allowing the net-VE to perform fine-grained data
management to deliver only the information the host needs.
• Multicasting involves taking advantage of subscription-based
network routing protocols to restrict the flow of data.
• Subscription-Based Aggregation (hybrid) represents a hybrid
between the two approaches, grouping available data into fine-
grained “channels” to which destination hosts may subscribe.
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Controlling the Visibility of Data
Taking Advantage of
Perceptual Limitations
Limitations inherent to a human user
• Delay in human reaction to events that occur.
• Humans cannot discern intricate details about appearance or
location if the object is distant.
• Humans are relatively forgiving about small inaccuracies in a
rendered scene.
We architect our system to take advantage of these human
limitations ...
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Enhancing the System Architecture
Optimize by changing the logical structure of the net-VE system
to enable more efficient information dissemination.
Net-VE’s are divided into two basic structures:
• client-server
• peer-to-peer
Recent research has explored ways to combine the two structures
to support greater scalability and performance.
• Go read the rest of the chapter ...
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VRML-Based Net-VEs
Are already dead but the xml/x3d look quite promising
...
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Internet Game Architectures
Overview of Online Gaming Services
Internet Gaming Software Architectures
Future Internet Gaming Directions
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Environments - A Vision
Eventually, there will exist a persistent virtual environment
simultaneously shared by millions.
There can never be a global reboot.
All modifications must happen on the fly.
The development of participant programs (live & autonomous
characters) for that VE must be as simple as writing a web page
is today ...
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Requirements for that Vision
- Network Software Architecture
Extensible/Composable/Interoperable
• Cross-platform, component frameworks
• Dynamic Behavior Protocols
Ability to Suspend/Resume State
• Persistent Universe
Large-Scale/Infinite Number of Players
• Area of Interest Management
i l l l
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NSA Requirements - Extensible,
Composable & Interoperable
Motivation - Cross-platform, component frameworks
• The motivation behind cross-platform component
frameworks is that we want to build systems that are
changeable overtime, systems whose updates are
downloadable over the Internet, systems that can
work on multiple platforms, systems whose pieces are
small-enough that they are understandable & reusable.
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NSA Requirements - Extensible,
Composable & Interoperable
More Than Just Extending Memory
• Dynamically loaded modules
require a consistent framework
in which to plug into.
• The system must establish a
convention such that modules
can integrate into already
running applications.
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Desire - each entity in the VE able to define its own
protocol modules, modules that are dynamically loadable
from the web.
• easy to maintain
• always fully implemented
• always optimized per individual
• never consumes unused system resources
• updateable in real-time!
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A Three-Tier Approach Seems
the Way to Go ...
Global - An environment registry
• (help me find an environment i.e.
DNS, MAAS)
Environment - An object registry
• (what objects are out there?)
Object - A module registry
• (input/output channels)
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A Persistent Universe
Motivation -
• By using dynamic protocols, along with components of the
existing Internet architecture, we can support the persistence
of a large-scale distributed virtual environment.
http Statelets - A platform independent file containing:
• Names of archived classes
• URLs of the modules containing the classes
• Archived classes
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Area of Interest Management
- Large-Scale, Infinite Players
Multicast and area of
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4 Keys to Success for Very Large
Virtual Environments
Receive only what you need to process.
Must be expandable
• dynamically add new protocols, environments
Must have the ability to handle ‘crowd’ situations.
Low overhead for interest management.
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Interest Management Issues
• Network Latency, Bandwidth
• The time to join a multicast group (0.5 seconds typical)
• Multicast Address Space/Allocation --> IPv6
• Number of multicast groups supported by workstation/PC
NICs
• Number of multicast routes supported  by network routers.
• Unreliable nature of large-scale multicast --> Need QoS
support
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Standards for Interoperability
We must be designing standards for
interoperability that are as simple to use as
writing a web page …
• So once we have done all the net-VE work on
the previous slides, we can then think about
standardization ...
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